GREAT    TRADE     ROUTE
sheep ! A flock of sheep ! But if it had been a priest we should
have made an about turn.  . . ."
She meant to say that the first thing they had met on. setting
out from their mountain-lakeside chateau had been a flock
of sheep so that she could make their shepherd an offering
of a small sum—"un obole" she called it, an obolus being
precisely a small sum offered to a god. You put, for instance,
an obolus in the slot-machine in the temple at Delphi in
order to get a little perfume to offer on the altar just as
to-day you do in American cathedrals to get candles for a
shrine.—She could make, then, the offering of an obolus to
the shepherd to procure luck on their journey. „ . . And
hadn't they been lucky! Doing a two days* journey in nine
hours and finding an extraordinarily good lunch for almost
no thing, just before Aix-en-Provence. . . . TrLotpdtedefaisan.
. . . Exquisite! Jugged hare. . . . Three pieces of rable
a-piece. . . . And roast fowI5 half a fowl to a person with
cheese and fruit—for fifteen francs, mn compris. ... In a
little patelin de rien. . . . An obscure little place, lost in the
mountains. The wine, of course, not magnificent but per-
fectly sound and undoctored. A good little beverage. . * .
Vous vqyez! That is what happens when, on setting out,
you encounter a flock of sheep and give an obole to the
shepherd. . . .
But if it had been a priest. . . . Oh, pah. . , . And the
lady made the gesture of holding her nose. . . . She would
order her husband to about turn and would have hidden
in her bedroom till next day. ... I remember that, when
I used to go riding with Conrad, if we met an ordinary
Anglican clergyman he would curse between his teeth.
But if it was a Catholic priest from the near-by seminary he
would turn pale and swing the mare round and go home.
He said that Greek Orthodox priests were the most unlucky
of all. Fortunately there was no Russian church within a
hundred miles of the Pent.
But you could not have a more perfect instance than that
of my landlord's wife, of the reverence in which old gods
are held and the under-current of discredit that attaches
to the ministrants of a later-established faith. . , . Which

